
Cultural Genocide: The Journey of Indigenous Healing 

Speech delivered at our Annual Lecture by Bishop Mark MacDonald, National Indigenous Bishop of the 
Anglican Church of Canada and the response from Dr Ruben Richards. 
 
See below the link to a short SABC News report on our conference on Healing Journeys of Indigenous 
People 
 
https://youtu.be/Q_oNAiSYA8c 
 

          Just last week, one of our elders rose to speak at a gathering of Indigenous Christians in Turtle 
Island - otherwise known as North America – he spoke of the pain of being denied the prayers of the 
"old ones" and his own journey as a survivor of the Indian Residential Schools, eventually becoming a 
Christian priest.  It is hard to describe the communal emotion as he prayed in his Cree mother-tongue 
the once-forbidden traditional prayer in the Four Directions.  In simple and courageous moments like 
these you see new worlds are born and old worlds die. 

          The report of Canada's Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) describes the Indian Residential 
Schools (IRS) as an act of "Cultural Genocide." The more than hundred years of bureaucratically 
enforced misery and mayhem certainly qualify for this phrase.  These two words describe the deliberate 
and openly acknowledged efforts of government, church, and a whole culture to destroy the fabric of 
life for Canada's Indigenous Peoples. 

Using "cultural genocide" to describe the IRS is an extremely fair-minded attempt to acknowledge that 
there was no direct attempt to murder children.  It does make, at the same time, an effort to reveal the 
horrifically cruel motivation and scope of the intended destruction.  This destruction includes both the 
massive numbers of the dead on-site at the schools and the continuing lethal legacy of poverty, constant 
social upheaval, and multiple and enmeshed layers of trauma and stress. 

          Our theoretical and analytical perceptions of massive events of systemic evil all seem to have a 
preliminary and tentative character.  It is generally difficult to understand widespread acts of evil and, 
even more so, when they have occurred recently.  Despite this difficulty, it is essentially important to 
our common humanity that we begin to trace the trajectories of life and death seen through events like 
the IRS.  The TRC itself begins to this tracing.  In this short paper I would like to suggest some of the 
broad things that appear to me, in light of the TRC in Canada, regarding the path of death and the path 
of healing.  In light of the truth revealed in the TRC – its pain and it hope - it is our sacred task to honor 
life with the very best of our prayerful thoughts. 

 

The Trajectory of Death 

          Over the centuries, human beings have developed an uncountable number of ways to understand 
systemic evil.  In this paper, we are speaking more directly here to those times when systemic evil 
swamps the capacities of peoples and cultures to operate in an economy of life.  The cold analysis of 
modern social science is unsatisfying and meagre in this task and it appears.  Coupled with the modern 

https://youtu.be/Q_oNAiSYA8c


emphasis on individual autonomy, the social sciences influence on cultural perceptions of massive evil 
tend to reduce it to a network of bad individual choices.  The result is a search for guilty parties, often 
obscuring the systemic factors that make massive evil so hard to understand and defeat. 

The stories of Indigenous communities, alternatively, speak about the communal reality of systemic evil 
in terms of personified spiritual character.  This is not unlike the way the Biblical tradition speaks of 
"principalities and powers" in describing the experience of both evil and good.  This speaks of a 
personified communal spiritual character - sometimes good, sometimes bad, and sometimes neutral - 
that permeates human interactions with each other and creation. Though often dismissed as 
superstitious, the ancient stories of personified evil carry a sometimes hidden wisdom regarding the 
ways communities can create a culture death through persistent behaviors and attitudes.  In the stories, 
we perceive the way that misery and trauma can be layered throughout the economy of life, as in the 
residential schools. 

Ancient stories tell of people and communities plagued with spirits both complex and powerful; 
personified evil, almost impossible to overcome, contained within the shell of our humanity but infusing 
every action with a spirit of fearful and compulsive scarcity.  On Turtle Island, for example, children were 
frightened by the stories of groups of people malformed by starvation into powerful cannibals. They 
became this way by a lethal multi-layered combination of fear, greed, and circumstance.  Overcome by 
desire and fear, they became a kind of living dead, stalking the weary, the careless, and the fearful.  
They could inhabit whole communities with a desire that could never be satisfied.  Insatiable and 
ascending wickedness was their only means to cope with the pain that drove them on this path. 

The power of systemic evil is derived from its capacity to operate with intimidation and fear at a 
communal level.  It creates a false reality and a false community, the opposite of the economy of life.  
The apostle Paul called these systems of evil "strongholds" - regions of bad thought bad attitude and 
bad behavior, habituated in and by the very systems and relations that are meant to protect, animate, 
and cherish life.  In the economy of death, care, compassion, and a sense of familial inter-connectedness 
is swamped.  True family competes with the idolatrous false community.  Family life itself becomes an 
enemy, as in the IRS. 

In war, soldiers often return with what is now being called a "moral wound."  This describes the 
structural diminishment of a person's capacity for moral thought and decision by participation in horrific 
evil.  The consequences to a person are devastating, influencing intimate relationships, the capacity for 
participation in communal wellness, and, perhaps most dangerous of all, the ability for moral 
imagination and hope. 

We may revisit the development of destructive mass evil with both our ancient wisdom and this insight.  
Seen from the perspective of our ancient wisdom, we may say that a culture or society's participation 
creates a type collective moral wound, limiting the capacity for collective moral vision and action.   The 
culture of a people becomes wounded, with deadly consequences for focus and victims of collective acts 
of fear and hate but, also, long term consequences to the moral shape of a people's communal behavior 
and relationships.  Societies and cultures perpetuate morally wounded behaviors.  Once dehumanizing a 
class of people, continual repetition of victimization remains, it becomes systemic, cultural, and 
habituated.  Overt racism, for example, may be ended, but racially shaped evil continues in other forms, 
as in the inability to perceive structural injustice like the endemic poverty of a people or their further 
victimization in brutal and unfair policing structures or mass incarceration. 



A communal moral wound can be exported and replicated again and again.  The exploitation of the 
colonial economic system, a system that ran on the wide scale theft of the resources of others, creates 
an economic culture that continues to exploit till it destroys the very world humanity inhabits.  In pursuit 
of the massive and concentrated wealth of colonial economics cultural patterns of domination and 
intimidation of other peoples, especially indigenous peoples, are inflicted on other areas, as is so often 
seen in the way extractive industries operate globally. The morally wounded society and culture 
magnifies misery of others while never addressing the insatiable hunger in its own painful universe of 
moral diminishment, 

The IRS, as is mentioned in the TRC's report, are an example of a societal and cultural moral wound.  
Colonialism has stunted a society's moral vision, creating successive generations of oppression.  
Challenged at some levels, the structure of oppression gets repeated.  Schools full of dehumanized 
victims become jails full of dehumanized victims. 

The trajectory of death is manifest in the IRS. The misery that still haunts Indigenous  Peoples on Turtle 
Island, the moral wound that still infects all of Canada, runs right through the IRS to the streets, prisons, 
and homes of contemporary life.  Some of the highest rates of suicide in the world, the pandemic of 
poverty and hopelessness, and, finally, the invincible ignorance that continues to surround and protect 
the lie of the colonial project is seen so dramatically in the report of Canada's truth and reconciliation 
commission. 

 

The Trajectory of Life 

          The trajectory of death is grim and frightening and there are times when death seems to be the 
inevitable destiny of peoples, of humanity, and of Creation.  It is often quite difficult to recognize the 
trajectory of life in the often harsh circumstances of human existence.  Some would say that to speak of 
a trajectory of life is not only inaccurate, it may be a false and dangerously misleading hope. 

In the midst of life, we are in death, says the old hymn.  But the inverse may also be true, in the midst of 
death, we are in life.  The trajectory of life may often be obscured by the experience of the trajectory of 
death as would be the case for many survivors of the IRS and observers of the TRC.   But, as a testimony 
to life and a protest against death, we must, in prophetic hope, begin to trace this trajectory in the 
improbable survival of Indigenous Peoples on Turtle Island. 

          Roman Catholic theologian, Robert Schreiter, has focused his work on reconciliation, having 
studied the Truth and Reconciliation process around the world for many years.  He importantly observed 
that reconciliation never happens because an oppressor feels bad about their behavior and wants to do 
better.  Reconciliation begins, he says, when an oppressed people choose to reclaim their humanity. 

          This is certainly true in the case of the IRS, as it was the survivors who refused to live any longer in 
a false identity or to accept their de-humanization.  But there is more to this act than might meet the 
eye.  While recognizing the vital importance of the survivors' actions to bring the IRS to light, their story, 
their particular place in the trajectory of life, does not begin here. 

As the survivors often said, the presence of the ancestors, the elders, was always guiding them and 
sustaining them.  Further, they often pointed to the presence of Spirit, of the divine being, in their acts 



of courage.  They traced their hope, wisdom, and courage to the foundation of life placed in their hearts 
and minds by Spirit and those who had gone before.  Their attitude, their sense of relationship to their 
relatives, and their humor was almost miraculously present; broadly speaking, these things could not be 
taken away, even in the worst of experience.  It was something that was a part of them, a part of the 
structure of their being.  They often spoke of Spirit's help, animated through the wisdom and faith of the 
elders of long ago. 

In the midst of the TRC, an Indigenous agency, an ability to act, to believe, and to stand with the elders, 
was revealed as a key element of the trajectory of life in the experience of Indigenous Peoples.  There 
was a recognition that the elders had adapted from the very beginning, using their ancient cultural 
wisdom and relationship to the Land as a means to receive the colonizers in the best manner possible.  
They worked for the relational life that was their pattern of living and the structure of their interactions 
with other peoples.  This was the foundation of their treaty-making and is, to this day, the reason that 
Indigenous Peoples continue to trust in the treaties, despite the spotty adherence to them by the 
colonizers. 

Christian faith was received, as well, yet adapted to Indigenous life and world-view.  Though almost 
always suppressed by the missionaries – so much so that it was necessary for it to go underground in 
Indigenous translations of hymns and Scripture, the teaching of catechists, and practice of faith at the 
level of family and home - this embodiment of the essential elements of Christian faith in the cosmology 
and life-ways of Indigenous Peoples is now a resource to Indigenous Peoples and, amazingly, to the 
colonizers.  Its contemporary emergence in the freedom of this post-TRC world is a testimony to the 
resilience and cultural brilliance of Indigenous Peoples.  Alongside the re-emergence of traditional 
practices, the development of an Indigenous Christian faith is a revelation of the trajectory of life, of the 
vibrancy of its healing path in the midst of the human disaster of colonization. 

The reclaiming of humanity seen in the TRC's 94 Recommendations is too broad and varied for 
comprehensive comment here.  It can be said that it is an outline of restoration, self-determination, and 
the re-establishment of human rights as the basis of Canada's relationship with its Indigenous or First 
Peoples – First Nations, Inuit, and Metis.  It is too early to tell how the nation of Canada will respond, 
though the first reaction is encouraging.  What is critical to note – and this is particularly true of 
Indigenous Peoples within the church I serve – is that Indigenous Peoples will take to themselves their 
inherent rights, will live out an ascending pattern of self-determination, and will never-again return to 
the degradation of the past.  This is not to say that this will be evenly developed or speedily achieved.  
What it means, as Chief Bobby Joseph said at the first TRC event is that - "We will make it."  It may be 
slowed, it may be resisted, but it cannot be stopped. 

We spoke at the beginning of the personification of systemic evil as a character permeating a peoples' 
existence and experience.  In the past, it was said that such evil could only be challenged by vigilant 
hope, courage, and loving community – to be a good relative.  The power of this systemic evil was 
derived from its capacity to intimidate with fear at a communal level.  It created a false community, the 
opposite of the economy of life.  In the economy of death, care, compassion, and a sense of familial 
inter-connectedness is attacked in the service of a personified collective fear, arrogance, and idolatry. 

 



The survivors and spiritual leaders that have begun this Indigenous restoration on Turtle Island have 
stood against this spiritual and physical evil with force and resolute courage.  They have reclaimed their 
humanity and their spirituality.  In the course of this reclamation, they have given their oppressors the 
opportunity to find new life in the healing of a moral wound.  This is the beginning of forgiveness – the 
kind and prophetic task of showing people who they really are and, at the same time, opening the way 
for them to have new life. 

The reclamation of a life in spirit, the cosmology of Indigenous Peoples is not an adjunct to healing, it is 
the center of it.  The elders would insist it is absolutely necessary to any real reclamation of their 
humanity and a vital condition of their acceptance as full human beings in the family of nations.  As 
such, they witness to a holistic way of life for all humanity.  A prophetic stance in a world threatened by 
massive climate injustice – an extension of the trajectory of death associated with colonization.  This 
now appears to be a central theme of the next stage of Indigenous empowerment and life.  A trajectory 
of life in the holistically spiritual way of life of Indigenous Peoples is now facing a new challenge. 

RESPONSE TO BISHOP MARK MACDONALD’S SPEECH “CULTURAL GENOCIDE” - 3RD ANNUAL LECTURE OF 

THE IHOM 

INTRODUCTION 
Program Director, Bishop MacDonald, Father Michael Lapsley, Customary Leaders representing 

indigenous and first nation peoples from across the world, the audience watching this on youtube via 

live-streaming, honoured guests, Ladies and Gentlemen. All protocol observed. 

My role is to be the respondent to the keynote address which has just been so eloquently delivered by 

Bishop Mark MacDonald. I have been given 8 minutes to respond to his speech. I am more fortunate 

than the audience today since I have had sight of the Bishop’s speech so that I could prepare my 

response. This advance notice has not made it any easier since the Bishop’s speech covered over 100 

years of pain, and trauma in Canada imposed on the indigenous population - the Canadian Indians - an 

experience succinctly and accurately captured by two words - cultural genocide.  Genocide is usually 

associated with the physical killing and extermination of people while cultural genocide also sometimes 

called ‘ethnocide’ kills social cultures through the killing of individual souls.” 

This was the experience of the indigenous Indians of Canada - the foundation nation of Canada - the first 

peoples of Canada. Some have described this experience as the Canadian Holocaust - an experience 

which has caused Canada to be morally wounded - or in the words of the Bishop, Canada has a 

“collective soul wound”. Some Canadian Indian parents are still asking for the missing 50 000 children 

who just did not return from the school. 



 

THE CONTEXT  
The context of your speech, Bishop MacDonald, is the findings and recommendations of the Canadian 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission which barely two months ago completed its work of almost five 

years of investigation and information gathering about the schooling system for Canadian Indians - 

better known as The Indian Reservation/Residential Schooling System. It is this place of learning for 

young indigenous children “the reservation school” which was unfortunately designed to be a place of 

death and destruction - a Canadian Holocaust - an extermination camp - under the guise of being a 

school for the education of indigenous children. Or is this too harsh a criticism. 

TRAJECTORY OF DEATH 
Bishop, in your speech you captured the essence of this Canadian holocaust using the binary polarity of 

the trajectory of death, juxtaposed with the trajectory of life. Since you are a Bishop I would have 

expected nothing different in terms of a conceptual framework. 

You spoke about the trajectory of death as systemic evil and how our modern sensibilities have been 

blunted by individualism, so that when we face a reality of the systematic destruction of a community, 

like that of the Canadian Indian children, we absolve ourselves from all guilt; I did not pull the trigger - I 

did not abduct the children - I did not mis-educate the children - I did not collude with the education 

system and perpetuate the systemic evil. I am just an ordinary citizen of the country. I had nothing to do 

with the Indian Reservation Schooling System. I did not even know that it existed and that it was funded 

by the Canadian government and supported by the Christian religion.  I did not know! 

The denial response is not unfamiliar to South African’s who sometimes have a very romantic notion of 

the mission schools which provided education for the vast majority of the indigenous population of 

South Africa. The Indian Reservation Schooling System was also a mission school of sorts. However, in 

the Canadian context, the explicit aim of the missionary led education system for indigenous Indians was 

“assimilating Native Canadians into European-Canadian society” - an assimilation which turned into a 

holocaust of extermination. Your Canadian TRC revealed horror stories of what happened at those 

schools; this included the compulsory sterilization of students as a means of population control and dare 

I say extermination of first nation people; children were prohibited from (and sometimes punished for) 

speaking their own languages or practicing their indigenous faiths. The living conditions at these “live-in” 



or “boarding schools” were atrocious.  The Canadian TRC produced overwhelming evidence of 

widespread neglect, starvation, extensive physical and sexual abuse, and many student deaths related 

to these crimes. The high mortality rates at these schools makes one think of the school as an 

extermination camp rather than a place of education, safety and learning. In some schools the death 

rate of learners was as high as 69%. As one Canadian commentator said: Schools had graveyards and not 

playgrounds. 

This is the trajectory of Death to which your paper refers. And you made the point that consequently, 

Canada is a morally wounded society.  

TRAJECTORY OF LIFE 
You then took us to the trajectory of life - supposedly the up side of a TRC process. You ask the question: 

Can there be life in death? 

Let me pause for just a moment and reflect on the purpose of TRC’s. Ironically, a TRC is not so much a 

process about truth finding nor about reconciliation. Instead, the real power of a TRC is that it limits the 

number of lies a nation can tell about itself in the public space.  

Just like South African’s and our TRC process, Canadians can no longer live in the paradise created by the 

silent chapters of history. National amnesia about human rights atrocities becomes a thing of the past. 

No longer can a society deny the reality of state sponsored genocide inflicted on its own people - its first 

nation people - the original people of the land. We as South Africa have our own ghosts and silences in 

this regard. 

I try to keep it simple and straight forward - genocide is nothing other than state sponsored murder - in 

this case - murder in the name of progress, civilisation and Christianity. Sounds too similar to the 

crusades of the middle ages, something the Bishop would know well from his church history text books. 

The papal doctrine of Discovery (which I call the Doctrine of Conquest) provided the theological 

justification for the extermination of indigenous peoples in many countries. It’s the same doctrine that 

inspired the conquest of the indigenous peoples of South Africa - a bloody conquest - first by the Dutch - 

then by the British - and then by a combination of the Dutch and British - A conquest which lasted for 

over 400 years and ended as recently as 1994 (20 years ago) with the advent of democracy in South 

Africa.  Not unlike Canada, the colonial armies of South Africa pretended to be doing God’s work - and at 

any and all cost believed that they were "saving souls", and "civilizing" the savage. 



In your trajectory of life you argue that there is indeed life in the midst of death and that the survivor 

holds the key to the restoration and rehabilitation of the perpetrator. The risk I face is to romanticise 

and stereotype indigenous culture. But it must be said that indigenous culture, in general, is not 

premised on vengeance and hatred. I am still to hear of an indigenous culture proactively conquering a 

foreign nation and subjugating that people with a bible in one hand and a gun in another hand. Instead 

indigenous culture is welcoming of strangers -  often to the detriment of indigenous people. 

IMPACT / SIMILARITIES / LESSONS 
Let me conclude my response by identifying one lesson and one challenge we can learn from the 

Canadian TRC as you have presented it in your speech.  

The lesson to learn is that of bravely breaking the silence regarding the cultural genocide of indigenous 

people. We, like Canada, must be brave and deal with the elephant in the room - namely the silence 

about the consistent attempts of colonial and modern regimes to exterminate first nation people - 

indigenous people. This is a global challenge. The genocide of indigenous people is not an isolated 

occurrence. It was and seems to remain part of 21st century colonial strategy still linked to the Doctrine 

of Discovery.  

According to some commentators, for most Canadians, the silence about the Indian Reservation 

Schooling System has been broken. The experiences of generations of Aboriginal people who attended 

residential schools and suffered cultural genocide have remained a silent chapter of Canadian history, 

until now. 

By contrast and implication there is a challenge for South Africa. Our TRC was political in orientation and 

focussed on 33 years of politically-motivated human rights atrocities. What about the other 433 years of 

suffering by our indigenous people and their descendants.  By contrast, the Canadian TRC focused on 

cultural atrocities as experienced by the indigenous people of Canada. South Africa has not yet dealt 

with the atrocities experienced by its indigenous people - the Khoisan people and their descendants of 

whom the vast majority constitute the contemporary coloured population.  

It was former President Mbeki who in his now famous “I am an African” speech said:  

“I owe my being to the Khoi and the San whose desolate souls haunt the great expanses of the 
beautiful Cape - they who fell victim to the most merciless genocide our native land has ever 



seen, they who were the first to lose their lives in the struggle to defend our freedom and 
independence and they who, perished in the result.” 

Well Mr former President, we did not all perish. Some of us are still here. The Khoisan people of South 

Africa are alive and well. We are not only to be found in a remote village on the edges of the Kalahari 

desert. We are in the cities. We are in your government. We are in your schools. We are here.  

Even though many of us have been assimilated into a different culture, speak a different language and 

have a different religion to that of our ancestors, the blood of our Khoisan ancestors run through our 

veins.  

Ironically, democracy in South Africa created the space for the descendants of the Khoi and Bushmen 

people - the descendants of the first nation - the aboriginal and indigenous people of South Africa - to 

re-assert their indigenous identity. And for that we can only thank the current ruling party. In fact, the 

ruling party has been gracious to the Khoi and San people and have made them the centre piece of the 

national identity of the South Africa nation. The national coat of arms of South Africa shows two 

bushmen in friendly embrace and the inscription comes from an ancient Khoi language which reads - 

Diverse nations unite. 

I suspect now is an opportune time - a Kairos moment if you will - for South Africa to have a cultural 

(and economic) TRC and like Canada face the cultural genocide which it has experienced so that we can 

complete the healing process and rebuild a cohesive nation. 

CONCLUSION:  

Allow me to conclude: On behalf us all, let me thank you Bishop MacDonald for an insightful reflection 

on the impact of the Canadian TRC and the lessons it holds for the rest of the world.  

As we rapidly move through a post modern society - where human rights and respect for the dignity of 

others is the dominant criteria for engagement, let us not forget that we remain human - we remain 

vulnerable to doing harm to each other - as you have reminded us. We are sinners saved by grace. In the 

case of South Africa, four hundred years later and in the case of Canada 100 years later, we must ask the 

question: Who is the savage? This must surely be the moral and spiritual crisis of our time! May the 

grace of God, the creator of our souls and destiny be our portion now and forever. I thank you. 

ends  



NOTES 

In March 1998, the government made a Statement of Reconciliation – including an apology to those 

people who were sexually or physically abused while attending residential schools – and 

established the Aboriginal Healing Foundation. 

The Foundation was provided $350 million to fund community-based healing projects focusing on 

addressing the legacy of physical and sexual abuse at Indian residential schools. In its 2005 budget, 

the Canadian government committed an additional $40 million to continue to support the work of 

the Aboriginal Healing Foundation. 

On November 23, 2005, the Canadian government announced a $1.9 billion compensation rrr so if 

they paid, why then bother with a trc package to benefit tens of thousands of former students at 

native residential schools. National Chief Phil Fontaine of the Assembly of First Nations said the 

package covers, "decades in time, innumerable events and countless injuries to First Nations 

individuals and communities." Justice Minister Irwin Cotler called the decision to house young 

Canadians in church-run residential schools "the single most harmful, disgraceful and racist act in 

our history." 

On June 11, 2008, Prime Minister Stephen Harper issued a formal apology, on behalf of the sitting 

Cabinet, in front of an audience of Aboriginal delegates, and in an address that was broadcast 

nationally on the CBC, for the past governments' policies of assimilation.[44] 

The lasting impact that the schools have had is also manifested in the rate of drug and alcohol abuse 

among survivors 

Many survivors of the residential schools also suffer from historic trauma (the above-mentioned 

“collective soul wound.”[58] Historic trauma explains the Aboriginal trauma more completely than 

residential school syndrome.[58] It is the idea that the “military, economic, and cultural conquest of 

people aboriginal to the American continents was a form of genocide,” and that, much like in the 

inter-generational trauma caused by the Holocaust, the Aboriginal 

Role of TRC: The national event of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission allows the survivors to 

share their stories and put them on record.[59] 
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